‘Commissioning for the Future’ – Shropshire Council Strategy
Introduction
We are in a time of significant change in the way that public services are funded,
commissioned and delivered. Local authority funding from central Government has been
under continued downward pressure at the same time that demographic pressures for
Shropshire, such as an increasingly ageing population, are on the increase. The need to
respond to permanent budget reduction has created the opportunity to do things
differently to improve what we do from the customer perspective whilst simultaneously
eliminating waste.
Vision
Our vision guides how we go about doing our work
Innovate to thrive

Values
Our values drive our behaviour and demonstrate to our communities, our staff and our
partners what we see as being important. These are in alphabetical order, because they are
equally important:
Value

Description

Environment

Leading the way in protecting, enhancing and valuing our natural
resources, and respecting our historic environment.
Treating everyone as equal regardless of their circumstances and
backgrounds, and identifying and helping people who may need
support.
Striving for excellence in every aspect of what we do, and using our
resources wisely and responsibly in partnership with others to
maximise their impact.
Being fair, open and honest, acting with integrity, and expecting
the same in others.
Striving to improve, to learn from others, to encourage
entrepreneurship and to explore new approaches with
enthusiasm.
Demonstrating that we are listening and responding to
communities, partners and staff, and treating views with respect.

Equality and
inclusion
Excellence

Fairness
Innovation

Listening
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Partnership
Self-reliance

Working collaboratively with communities and partners to benefit
the people of Shropshire.
Encouraging people to be as independent and in control of their
lives as possible, for as long as possible.

As a council we are focusing on delivering outcomes for our customers. Everything we do
will work towards and fulfil one or more of these priorities, these are:
Shropshire Council Priority

Which means…

More people with a
suitable home

The Council will work with developers to shape the housing market
to ensure the development of housing to meet local need. The
Council’s Housing Stock will be managed through appropriate
vehicles and work with partners to improve and ensure the
availability of social housing.

Care for those in need at
any age

The Council will ensure that children and young people are safe
and fulfil their potential in their future lives. Innovation in
technology will be harnessed to help people to be as independent
as they can be and live and take part in their communities. The
Council will work with partners and providers to ensure that the
right care is available in the right place at the right time.

A good place to do business

The Council will work with businesses and developers to identify
and pursue appropriate opportunities for investment that will grow
Shropshire’s economy. Employment and career opportunities in
Shropshire for all will be created through working with the
Council’s partners in business, training and education. Working
with businesses and developers to promote clean growth and
safeguard our natural assets including water quality and supply.

A healthy environment

The Council will ensure that its infrastructure and assets are as
efficient and environmentally sensitive as they can be to reduce
environmental pollution. Working with partners to maintain
Shropshire’s landscapes, culture and heritage to support good
health, communities and growth of the economy. Positive lifestyle
choices will be encouraged. Information, advice and opportunities
for health and wellbeing will be provided.

Sustainable places and
communities

The Council will continue to encourage communities to support
each other and find local solutions. Working with parish and town
councils to identify opportunities and develop local economies
across Shropshire, centred on the market towns. Continued
implementation of a place-based approach to optimise physical
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assets with our partners and deliver services where the greatest
number of people can access them.
Embrace our rurality

The Council will influence improvement in mobile and digital
connectivity across all areas, for all age groups and homes and
businesses. Working with partners from across the West Midlands
and into Mid-Wales to improve physical connectivity to the benefit
of all those who live, study and work in Shropshire. Continuing to
work with the business sectors operating in rural areas to facilitate
economic growth and appropriate housing for rural communities.

We want to deliver value for money for Shropshire people by commissioning outcomes,
based on demand, working with our Elected Members. We want Shropshire’s communities
to be resilient, to take ownership of issues important to them and, with our support, to
develop their own resources to be able to flourish during this time of change and into the
future.
We recognise that an approach which combines the resources, knowledge and experience
of the Council, our partners, Shropshire’s communities, people and organisations will put us
in the best position to deliver the solutions and services which will help us to deliver on our
vision. We also recognise that other organisations are sometimes better placed than the
Council to attract external funding and to deliver inward investment to Shropshire. That is
why we see the Council’s role as that of both commissioner and direct deliverer of services,
according to who is best placed to do this. This means that the Council’s relationship with
our customers and communities will be to engage, listen, understand needs and demand
and to secure the best possible solutions. This may be through enabling individuals and
communities, funding contractors, service providers, voluntary and community
organisations or by the Council delivering services itself.
The Council has declared a Climate Emergency and has reaffirmed its support for tackling
climate change. The Council will be developing its approach in partnership with stakeholders
and the wider community, with a view to setting an ambition target for the Council to be
carbon neutral. The Council also aims to provide advice, support and encouragement to
public, business and charitable organisations to adopt similar policies and practices across
the county.
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Fig. 1 – Council / Customer influences

Who are our ‘Customers’?
Through this strategy document we refer to ‘service users’, ‘customers’ and ‘stakeholders’.
By this we mean:
 A service user is someone who uses or benefits directly from a service commissioned
or delivered by the Council
 A customer is a person or organisation who engages in a transactional relationship
with the Council – this could be a Council Taxpayer or someone who makes a
financial contribution in return for services delivered by the Council for example
 A stakeholder is a person, community or organisation who has an interest in the
activities and outcomes commissioned and delivered by the Council and in particular
whose own activities are influenced by what the Council does.

This Strategy…
This Strategy sets out how the Council will fulfil its role as a commissioning body, our
strategy for achieving this and the associated guidance and tools to help. Its purpose is to
provide Officers, Members, Service Providers, Voluntary and Community Sector (VCS)
organisations and the public with an understanding of the context of the Council’s approach
to commissioning, and to set out the direction this will take over the coming three years.
This strategy builds on previous work undertaken in conjunction with representatives of the
VCS and has been written to take account of the Council’s other strategic plans and the
commissioning approaches being developed and applied throughout the county.
This strategy complements and supports the delivery of the Council’s Medium Term
Financial Strategy 2020/21 – 2024/25.
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The strategy will be reviewed regularly to ensure that it continues to reflect the Council’s
priorities and the changing needs of, and demand from, the residents of Shropshire.

Aims of this Strategy
This strategy and supporting guidance will:
 support all areas of the Council to adopt a consistent, comprehensive and robust
approach to commissioning outcomes for our customers and communities;
 ensure that good commissioning drives the transformation of the Council and the
services it provides and enables;
 support the Council to work as efficiently and effectively as it can with its partners
with a focus on prevention;
 define the principles we will adopt which support effective commissioning and
decommissioning;
 ensure that when planning, designing and carrying out our activity we do things
based on evidence gathered from data, local knowledge and meaningful interaction
with service users or customers before we make decisions on how we deliver or
contract for services; and enable us to maximise the benefits to our communities
and residents through our activities.
How will we do this?
We will take a range of actions to deliver our vision.
We will work with other public sector commissioning organisations, such as Shropshire
Clinical Commissioning Group, Shropshire Fire and Rescue Service, West Mercia Police &
Crime Commissioner’s Office and other local authorities to identify opportunities to work
more closely together. This will drive better value for money through sharing commissioning
resources and achieving economies of scale where we share the same customers, providers
or outcomes.
When we are successful we will demonstrate through sharing resources and using our
combined purchasing power that more joined-up outcomes are being delivered for our
customers at the best possible value for money.
Lyth Hill Countryside Heritage Site
Working with Longden and Bayston Hill parish councils, the management of the Lyth Hill
Countryside Heritage site has been transformed. Bracken is being controlled by ‘horse rolling’,
grazing by Dexter cattle has been successfully introduced and volunteer numbers at the site are
higher than ever. Through combining resources, the 3 councils have been able to control scrub
and rank vegetation, so enhancing and sustaining this fantastic site.
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We will build on the experiences and learning from our ‘Local Commissioning’ work where
we have been working with communities to explore a different way of designing and
delivering services so that together we can achieve better service and better value. We
recognise that we can work better with our customers and partners to shape services for
each community and its particular needs and challenges.
When we are successful local communities will feel that services have been shaped around
their needs and that they have a real say in how services are shaped and delivered.
Pontesbury Library
Over the past 3 years Shropshire Council has been working closely with key local partners
regarding the future of Pontesbury Library service. This includes Pontesbury Parish Council,
Pontesbury Library Steering Committee and the Friends of Pontesbury Library, as well as
Minsterley and Worthen with Shelve Parish Councillors.
The Library Service Strategy for Shropshire (2018 to 2023) recognises that working more closely
with appropriate local partners is the best way to secure sustainable library services for the
future. For Pontesbury Library this has led to a funding arrangement with Pontesbury Parish
Council, supported also by Friends of Pontesbury Library fundraising. During this time the Friends
of Pontesbury Library have become active champions for the library service within the
community by organising and running events, helping to promote the full range of services
offered by the library, and generally mobilising local support to ensure that Pontesbury can
retain its library in the long term.

By making changes based on this work, we aim to ensure that services don't cost more than
they should, are delivered by those best placed to do the job, are delivering the right
outcomes and support local jobs and economic growth. This means that, where there is
strong evidence that services are not delivering the outcomes for our customers in the most
efficient or effective way, we will no longer continue to deliver or contract for them in their
current form. This is called ‘decommissioning’ and is an integral part of the commissioning
cycle as well as being an important element of our transformation.
When we are successful we will have reshaped the market to best reflect customer needs
and to deliver on identified priorities. We will also be working with those best placed to do
the job and customers will tell us that improvements have been made.
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The Council’s Adult Services department has reshaped the way in which it commissions
preventative services for adults. For many years the Council has provided funding to highly
skilled and knowledgeable voluntary sector providers to provide a range of preventative
services. However, our engagement work with service users and with stakeholders identified
that some people didn’t think services felt ‘joined up’ enough; waiting times for services were
increasing; people’s needs were more complex and therefore took longer to address; and the
system could be difficult to access and navigate. From the Council’s point of view there was
added complexity in there being a number of different types of funding arrangements.
As a result the Council has identified 3 main strands of preventative services and commissioned
partnerships of voluntary sector providers and housing organisations to provide a more joinedup approach to prevention. In addition, and where appropriate, those people with the most
complex and higher levels of need will be prioritised so that those most at risk of going on to
require formal care and support can be helped to avoid or delay the need for it. Finally, the
Council is working with the providers to develop reporting systems which can really show the
improvements being made for people.

We continue to undertake fundamental reviews and redesign of all our activity. These
reviews look at what we do, how and why we do it and the opportunities we have for doing
things differently. The reviews focus squarely on the customer, what adds value (and what
doesn’t), and are based on good evidence and, cutting across boundaries both within and
outside of the Council. The outcomes will shape the way that we operate in future as we
develop and put in place action plans to show and monitor how we are progressing.
When we are successful the practice of review, redesign, prototype and roll-out will be
understood and embraced by all stakeholders and will ensure that commissioning decisions
are based on high quality evidence and practice.
Customer Experience Project
The Council has redesigned and transformed the processes by which our Customers can
communicate with the Council. The redesign focussed on how the Customer experience of
dealing with the Council could be improved and to be reflective of the ways in which people
prefer to communicate. In addition to speaking to us, Customers can contact us online, by email
or in real time through webchat. Customers can track progress and receive automated updates
in respect of their queries. Customer Service Advisers have more information at their fingertips
to be able to resolve Customer queries quickly and efficiently.
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What will this mean for our Customers?
Our customers are the focus of everything that we do. We will take action as an
organisation to ensure that our main purpose is to, as efficiently and quickly as possible,
change or eliminate any activity which isn’t helping us to achieve that focus on customer
needs.
When we are successful customers will feel that the Council is using its resources to
maximise outcomes for customers and communities and has eliminated unnecessary
practices and waste.
Through having this focus on meeting customer need we will engage closely with our
customers to understand those things that they need the Council to help them with in order
to achieve the outcomes described in this strategy and those things that they are able to do
for themselves as individuals, groups or communities. Therefore there should be an
expectation on the customer’s part that the Council will enable people and communities to
meet their needs; and similarly there will be an expectation that, with the right support,
customers and communities will rely less on the Council and more on themselves to satisfy
their requirements or demands which aren’t related to need.
When we are successful communities will be more resilient and able to rely on their own
resources to meet their needs.
Micro Commissioning of Care and Support
The Council is working with 2 organisations, Community Catalysts and Bronze Labs to support the
creation of micro-enterprises focussed on care and support, and a technology solution that will
facilitate transaction activity, communication, information sharing and training. The aim is to
develop a model for the commissioning of micro-enterprises to provide services which will result
in low-cost, flexible and personal care for older or disabled people and their families, and
appropriately paid, highly satisfying self-employment for people who set up and run microenterprises. This will lead to better outcomes for the cared for person, employment for local
people and savings for the Council.

Principles we will adopt in our approach to Commissioning
In order that commissioning helps us to support and grow the local economy and to
transform services in Shropshire in a way that is inclusive, based on evidence, fair and in
partnership the following principles will underpin our approach:
 We will redesign services where required whilst recognising the importance of
looking across the organisation as a whole, seeing and maximising synergies rather
than pulling out discrete areas one at a time, risking more silos and wastage
 We will keep a focus on, and commission, outcomes for communities and individuals
which crosses in-house and organisational boundaries
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We will deliver on the priorities and outcomes which have been identified through
our engagement activity
We will maximise value for money and maximise the benefits for our communities
through the way that we commission and through making best use of all
Shropshire’s assets and resources including the ‘One Public Estate’
We will seek the most effective models to deliver outcomes for people, whether
that is through contracting with external providers (businesses or voluntary sector),
delivering services ourselves, outsourcing Council services, bringing services back
into the Council or through public / private / voluntary sector collaboration
We will apply Social Value principles in all our commissioning and procurement
activity by securing improvements to the economic, social and environmental wellbeing of Shropshire
We will take steps to minimise the carbon impact of our commissioning and
procurement activity
We will recognise the value that local suppliers and Small and Medium-sized
Enterprises (SMEs) bring to Shropshire’s economy through the way that we engage
with the market and design opportunities for involvement in commissioning and
procurement activity
We will apply a commercial approach to our commissioning activity which will
include identifying where we have commissioned services and products which have a
financial value to others that we should be realising in order to support the delivery
of outcomes and help contribute to the operation of the Council
We will seek to harness new technologies (eg Artificial Intelligence) wherever
possible to improve outcomes for people and communities and to support better
commissioning decision-making
We will expect ongoing improvement and progress in customer outcomes and
financial savings
We will constantly review and improve delivery based on outcomes
We will recognise, value and support the input that all individuals, communities and
stakeholders can bring to the process
We will be clear, open and transparent around our decision-making and
expectations and we will base our decisions on sound evidence
We will help customers and communities to exercise choice and control and to
maximise their outcomes through enabling a dynamic, diverse and responsive
market (both internal and external)
We will ensure accessibility for the ‘market’ through being proportionate in our
commissioning and procurement processes
We will set out our commissioning intentions in order to give the market sufficient
time to plan its responses.

Providers: What do we want from a commissioned service?
We will commission services from a range of groups and organisations, including those
services delivered internally by the Council. We will apply the same standards and
expectations to the capabilities and behaviours of all providers that we commission. This will
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ensure that the customer’s experience of how their outcomes are met is consistent,
regardless of which organisation is providing the service.
We will expect commissioned services to demonstrate the following attributes and
behaviours:
 The ability to maximise the benefits to the customer and community through the
way that it goes about its business
 A partnership based on trust – a commitment from commissioner and provider to
work together to achieve the best possible outcomes, requiring flexibility in contract
arrangements and honest conversations. This includes agreement around acceptable
levels of profit gained from commissioned work and how surpluses can be reinvested
in additional or complementary outcomes
 The commitment to engage in the review of, and improvement in, delivery of
outcomes and quality of data to support commissioning
 Flexibility – able to adapt its approach to individual and community need whilst
retaining a focus on its core objectives and outcomes
 The ability to help manage demand so that scarce resource is targeted effectively
 Making best use of resources – able to identify and partner with others who can
contribute through sharing resources etc
 The ability to clearly demonstrate how effectively it is delivering outcomes and
continuous evidence of improvement
 The ability to demonstrate that it is responsive to customer feedback
 A focus first on delivering value and outcomes for the customer
 A commitment to work as efficiently and effectively as possible and in partnership
with others
 The ability to demonstrate how the wider community will benefit from the
provider’s activities

What do we mean by ‘commissioning’?
‘Commissioning’ is a cycle. It is the process of:
 identifying and understanding needs, future demand and those things that are
important to people in an area;
 stimulating, enabling and managing a diverse local market of high quality providers;
 developing, or re-designing, approaches to best meet those needs and manage the
demand in the most cost effective way. This will include ‘de-commissioning’ of
services in their current form;
 reviewing the effectiveness of what has been commissioned – asking whether it has
delivered the desired outcomes.
Commissioning is a cyclical process. It is often represented pictorially as a circle or wheel of
activities:
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Fig. 3 – The Commissioning Cycle

When carried out effectively, good commissioning ensures that we understand:





what Shropshire’s citizens and communities need and what future demand is likely
to be - the ANALYSE phase
what our priorities should be in respect of those needs - the PLAN phase
what approach(es) we should take to meet those needs and manage demand - the
DO phase
and how effectively that approach is working - the REVIEW phase

At each one of these stages we will engage with our customers to ensure that we maintain
the focus on delivering customer outcomes.

How do we Commission?
In Shropshire we understand that there are a number of ways in which practically we carry
out commissioning. Whilst the principles we adopt remain the same the nature, scale and
range of the outcomes achieved may be different. In considering the most effective route to
commissioning a set of outcomes we will consider the cost of achieving those outcomes to
the council, providers and customers and also the opportunity to generate a financial return
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or profit which can then be reinvested in additional or complementary activity. We can do
this through:
 Strategic Commissioning - The overarching framework for commissioning and is the
reference point for all our commissioning activity.
 Joint or Co-Commissioning - Working with public sector and other partners will help
us to achieve greater efficiencies for the public purse through combining
commissioning resources, increased buying power and reducing the risk of
duplication or unintentional consequences.
 Outcomes or service-based commissioning – Sometimes the commissioning of a set
of similar or linked outcomes may be best carried out at countywide or even at a
sub-regional level. The rationale for taking this approach will be determined at the
‘analyse’ and ‘plan’ stages of the commissioning cycle and will take into account
economies of scale, the nature of the outcomes required, the organisations who may
be capable of delivering the outcomes and the results of any prototyping activity.
The approach will still reflect different local individual and community needs as
determined through local governance structures.
 Individual commissioning – With the introduction of personal budgets individuals are
making choices about how they spend funding based on their needs.
Linked Resource – Commissioning Mixed Economy

What is ‘Social Value’ and why is it important to Shropshire?
Social value involves thinking about how everything we commission can generate wider
benefit for the community. Benefits may be social, economic and environmental. Social
Enterprise UK defines social value as “the additional benefit to the community from a
commissioning/procurement process over and above the direct purchasing of goods,
services and outcomes”.
The Public Services (Social Value) Act 2012 requires all public contracting bodies to consider
Social Value in all their commissioning and procurement activity. Commissioning for Social
Value ensures that maximum benefit is derived from every pound of public money spent.
Our Social Value Commissioning and Procurement Framework sets out in detail the
outcomes and improvements we are seeking and how we propose to secure these benefits.
Linked Resource – Social Value

The Importance of Evidence and Engagement
The quality of the information, data and intelligence we collect throughout the
commissioning process is vital in helping us to deliver the right outcomes for people and
communities in the most efficient way. We collect this evidence in a variety of ways and at
various points of the commissioning cycle.
We will engage with our customers and communities who are key in helping us to develop
the best solutions to deliver the outcomes they need. They bring a deep knowledge of what
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it is like to be a ‘recipient’ of services; the impacts on them personally and collectively; an
understanding of the customer ‘journey’; and where a greater or lesser emphasis on
particular outcomes would be desirable. In addition we will also work very closely with
community groups and voluntary sector organisations who can help us to widen our reach
into communities and will also be a valuable resource of knowledge to help with developing
outcomes.
Similarly the provider market will be able to bring knowledge and experience around the
outcomes that are possible and ways of evaluating and demonstrating those outcomes. We
will work closely with existing and potential new providers who will be able to assist with
the analysis of any gaps in the market that may enhance the quality of outcomes achieved
across the board.
It is important that we make best use of the digital technology and analytical capability
available to us in order to help us interpret and understand the information available to us.
In addition we will use this engagement to explore ways in which collectively we can build
and develop resilience and capacity in communities and therefore design approaches aimed
at reduce future demand.
We want to design outcomes to best meet the needs of Shropshire’s people and
communities. Therefore at a very early stage in any commissioning exercise we will consider
who needs to be involved in determining the required outcomes and the methods for
evaluation. This will include customers, communities and other organisations including
providers, the voluntary sector and public sector partners who will help us to collect, collate
and understand the information that we need. In return it is important that those people
who we need to engage with are able and willing to do so in order that we get a complete
picture and are able to base decisions on good and complete evidence.
Linked Resource – Engagement Toolkit

The Importance of Outcomes - Measuring the Impact
We want to make sure that what we have designed meets the outcomes we have identified.
We will review the impact that our approach to commissioning, as set out in this strategy,
has on our customers and communities. It is important that we understand what works well
and what needs to change in the way that we commission. To do this we will review how
effectively each of the aims set out in this strategy has been achieved with a focus on the
results achieved and the costs saved.
We will also evaluate the impact of changes to the way that we commission services and the
nature of the services that we commission, as well as the impact of any decommissioning of
services. This will help us to understand, and plan for, potential adverse impacts in future.
When commissioning services we will be clear about the outcomes we set out to achieve
and how we are going to evaluate whether these are being achieved or not. When
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determining outcomes we will ensure that they always reference back to the corporate
priorities for the Council.
Through engaging as widely as possible when assessing achievement of outcomes, we can
get a broad view of the impact of our approach.
Linked Resource – The Importance of Outcomes
“Commissioning for outcomes and co-production. A practical guide for local authorities” –
New Economics Foundation
“Commissioning for Better Outcomes: a Route Map” – Local Government Association

Community Right to Challenge
The Localism Act 2011 introduced a number of community rights. The Community Right to
Challenge gives groups of citizens, community groups, parish councils and local authority
employees the right to submit an “expression of interest” in taking over and running a local
authority service that they have identified they could improve. The local authority then has
to consider that proposal and, if accepted, proceed to a procurement process to select a
provider organisation.
Linked Resource – Community Right to Challenge

Market Shaping
‘Market shaping’ is a way of describing the range of activity which influences the current
and future range and shape of support available in a locality based on meeting the needs of
our customers, reducing demand by providing the most suitable services, and helping our
customers to make the best choices for them.
Market shaping is:




Capturing and sharing market intelligence such as population trends, needs, demand
and expectations as to what the market may look like in future
Structuring the market in terms of being clear about our priorities for investment
and disinvestment, which in turn will help providers to make long-term decisions
about how their business should develop
Intervening in the market through targeted support and encouraging a shared
understanding of outcomes and risks

It is important that market shaping is not the sole responsibility of the local authority as
commissioner and its other statutory partners. In order to be most effective market shaping
is about doing more to improve the planning and delivery of local services through better
engagement with providers, communities, the voluntary & community sector, service users
and customers.
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The council will play a leading and influential role in developing local markets that support
growth, build community capacity, stimulate and incentivise innovation and provide better
outcomes for people within the total resources available. To support this we will adopt
commissioning approaches which aim to grow the capacity and resilience of Shropshire
businesses and communities.

The Role of Procurement
Procurement is a key part of the commissioning cycle. It is the stage at which we set out to
secure outcomes through acquiring goods, services or works from external or in-house
providers once the desired outcomes, scope and specification have been determined. There
needs to be a balance between seeking innovative solutions and outcomes and giving
sufficient detail of our requirements to enable bidders to understand our requirements in
the way that we design tender specifications. Procurement has a focus on getting the right
solution to achieve what we want in a way that gives the best value for money and which is
fair and transparent. In determining value for money in our procurement activity we will
consider the cost of securing outcomes through this route against alternative ways.
We recognise that by applying the following Values in our procurement activity it plays a
crucial role in helping us to deliver customer outcomes and our Mission as set out in this
strategy:
 Value for Money & Cost Savings
 Local Economic Sustainability
 Social Value
 Category Management – focussing on key areas of spend
 Supplier Engagement
 Standardised Methods of Procurement
 Transparency & Accountability
 Probity – being responsible and ethical in the way that we deal with public money
Linked Resource – Procurement Strategy

Paying for Services
Effective commissioning for outcomes requires ongoing review, discussion and agreement
on how outcomes are to be delivered. This partnership approach will also include
agreement around payments and business profit.
We will use both contracts and grants to fund services, but expect the relative proportion of
contracts to increase as we secure services through open competition. In future some
services currently funded by grant will be procured, if appropriate, through a contract
process, including clear outcomes and performance measures.
However, grant funding does have a role to play in an effective commissioning process,
particularly where it makes sense to financially support organisations which are contributing
to the Council’s priorities..
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Increasingly we will use a variety of payment methods, including an increasing focus on, and
use of, payment by results where appropriate. Payment methods will be developed with
providers which will be appropriate to each contract or grant. The Council’s standard
payment terms are thirty days from receipt of invoice and we aim to make payment sooner
for small and medium sized enterprises and VCS organisations. In any event the Council’s
default position with regard to paying for goods or services is that payment must be made in
arrears, ie following delivery of the goods or service.

Contract & Grant Funding Documentation
We ensure that our contracts or grant funding agreements accurately reflect what has been
procured or agreed. Contracts clearly stipulate who is responsible for what, how we will
determine payments, what outcomes or outputs are required, responsibilities of all parties
and a process for resolving performance or compliance issues. Grant funding agreements
set out what the grant is for, payment, duration and obligations.
Linked Resource – Contract Management Guidance

Contract Monitoring
We must effectively monitor the delivery of services to ensure that what we have
commissioned is actually delivered in the way that we would expect. Agreement on how
contracts are to be monitored should be made before completing the contract and can
include provision of regular information which can be checked or sampled. However it is
good practice to consider the customer and stakeholder view of how well the service is
working.
Linked Resource – Contract Management Guidance

Decommissioning
Decommissioning is an essential element of the commissioning process. As needs change,
technology develops, users’ expectations change and greater value for money is sought, it is
inevitable that some services will become obsolete in their current form and that different
services or solutions will be required in their place. In addition the pace of change in the
public sector in Shropshire and the requirement to be more cost-effective means that there
is an urgent and pressing need to consider alternative and innovative ways to make services
available to those who need them. The way in which we commission and contract for
services will allow for flexibility and change according to changing requirements and
ongoing review.
Decommissioning can be defined as ‘stopping provision of a service or a significant part of a
service in order to bring about an improvement to existing service provision.’ This may
mean stopping a service or a significant part of it or closing a building or facility. It can also
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include terminating or re-negotiating a contract or grant with an existing service provider,
where this is driven by commissioning needs, which may include reduced budgets.
Existing provision may end to:
 make space for a new and improved service;
 enable innovation in service provision;
 provide better value for money, perhaps through more effective achievement of the
desired outcomes or more efficient delivery; or
 better fit the level of provision to demand
We will consult and engage with those people most likely to be affected by any proposal to
significantly change, end or close a service. We appreciate that changes of this nature create
uncertainty and we will engage with people to explore for example alternative ways of
achieving outcomes or different uses for a building or facility.
Successful decommissioning can leave provider organisations, service users and
communities feeling that they were appropriately engaged and fairly treated, which is an
important consideration particularly where partnership working to develop alternative
approaches is sought. On the other hand, a poor decommissioning process can lead to
unexpected consequences which may in the long run lead to additional costs elsewhere.
Decommissioning applies not only to contracts and grants but to Council-provided services
as well.
Linked Resource – Decommissioning Guidance
Governance and Accountability
The council spends a significant amount of public money and therefore strong and robust
processes are in place to ensure that people making commissioning and budget decisions
have the authority to do so. In addition, we make sure that our decision-making is clear and
transparent and that it can stand up to scrutiny.
Governance is the process by which decisions can be made, and sets out the expectations
for various roles and responsibilities involved in the commissioning process. It makes clear
the basis on which decisions can be made, when decisions should be made and who can
make them. Good governance also allows for scrutiny of decisions made.
Where commissioning based on a specific locality’s needs is undertaken then we will ensure
that robust local governance is in place with the appropriate authorities and powers, along
with the opportunities for scrutiny of decision-making. This will include local elected
representatives, commissioners, providers and other key stakeholders.
Key resources which support us include, for example, the council’s Constitution, Contract
Rules and Procurement Guidance.
Linked Resource – Commissioning Governance Guidance Document
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The Importance of Skills Development
In order to deliver this strategy we will ensure that our elected members and staff have
access to skills development, training and resources. This will equip people with the skills to
be able to lead and deliver the transformation which the Council is going through, by
commissioning effectively.
The Council’s online training and development portal, ‘Leap Into Learning’ provides access
to opportunities to learn more about:
 Commissioning
 Procurement
 Contract Management
 Negotiation
In addition we will engage with local councils, the voluntary & community sector and with
providers to help them understand how we want to work with them as the Council
transforms the ways in which services are delivered.

More detailed guidance around specific aspects of commissioning can be accessed from this
document including:
 A dedicated website
 Toolkits / checklists / detailed guidance –as a set of resources / website links, eg:
o Decommissioning guidance
o Social Value
o Procurement, contract rules etc.
o Contract monitoring
o Engagement
o Outcomes
o Community Right to Challenge
o Good practice & resources nationally
 Commissioning Intentions & Market Position Statements
Links to other resources including:
 Shropshire Council Corporate Plan
 Shropshire Compact
 Shropshire Health & Wellbeing Strategy
 Shropshire’s Economic Growth Strategy
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